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NZZ 16-2.10 " ltaly also has its explosive suburbs". New brawls in Milano. Violence between groups of
foreigners. " During a brawl with a gang of Latino-Americans, a young Egyptian was stabed." (the beauty

of immigration)
24 HEURES 2.2.1O - Berlusconi, in visit to lsrael; " I dream that one day lsrael will be able to enter the EU."
A false note , however: " lf Berlusconi love lsrael, it did not stop him, in an interview granted to the daily
newspaper "Haaretz" , Sunday, to call on lsrael to give up its colonisation policy: " As a friend, my hand on
my heart, I want to say to the people and the government of lsrael that persisting in that policy is a
mistake, he declared". (Berlusconi giving advice, how the times have changed!)
NZZ 24.2.10 SWITZERLAND :" The Commission against Racism demands that ethnic discrimination be
explicitly forbidden even in civil law, for example in employment and location. (The useless ar€ trying to

become nuisances)
N2226.2.10: "Yanukovich, elected president of the Ukraine, was sworn in on Thursday before Parliament."
4.3.10 : "Wednesday, the Ukrainian Parliament overthrew the Timoshenko cabinet. (...) The fall of

Timoshenkoisthelastnail inthecoffinofthe"Orangerevolution" of2OO4.(itsignifiestheendofthe
US on Ukraine, forced from now on to make a deal with Russia. . Georgia, Ukraine, lrak
(soon Afghanistan?) , as many defeats for the US, still top superpower but on the decline.)

control of the

RIVAROL 12.2.1O -Jerome Bourbon concerning the problem

of pension funds: " lt is the logic of this

mercantile and turbo-capitalist world; when a human being cannot work anymore, he becomes useless
and a nuisance. lt is therefore necessary to quietly eliminate him. " ( previously, the old people had the
function of transferring to their grandchildren the heritage of fairy tales. "Progress" put an end to that
promptly.)Jean Marie Le Pen outlines the condition foran indispensable revolution; " reconsider massive
immigration", re-establish national preference, fight against abortion and euthanasia, make taking roots
prevail over nomadism. 26.2.1O: Eric Delcroix compares with reason the actual French situation with that
ofthe "Camp ofthe Saints" oflean Raspail. 5.3.10 P.P. Belesta: " Accused ofthe assassination in Dubai of
a member of Hamas, " lsrael stays faithful to its tradition of "omerta" : deny everything. Objective: say
nothing which might incriminate the Mossad, just reiterate that no irrefutable proof has been presented

until now." 12.3.10:"Norevolutionwasevermadethroughtheballotbox. ltisthereforeuselessto
believe that national salvation will come out of popular vote. Great transformations are always the result
of foreign invasion, civil war or overthrow of the state. ( capital: an unemployed man has nothing to lose;
he can at last say what he thinks!) Jacques Langlois: " lncredible but true (...) The Council of Europe tells
the UK to "take measures to remedy the exploitation of racism in politics" and to proceed with the
dissolution of the BNP". Kevin McDonald, professoratCaliforniaState University, "definesJews as a
"strategic evolutionist group" who have over the centuries developed a verbal inrelligence out of the
ordinary and an ethnocentrism to which Whites have no access. (...) They have imposed two mechanisms
which accelerate the biological disappearance of White majorities in Europe and America: mongrelisation
and mass immigration." ( ln Europe K. MacDonald would have been condemned to years in prison, one in
France, three in Switzerland and I0 in Austria.)
24HEURESl6.3.lO Denmarkistighteninguponimmigration",thankstothePDD,supposedlyextreme
right and allied to the liberals. ( a judicious measure even if late in the day..')
ANDRE GANDILLON

-" Democracy is the prison where the soul of White nations is chained"

24HEURFS9.3.10-TheMarseilleHighCourthasrejected yesterdayademandfromthelnternational
Racism and anti -Semitism (Licra)which wanted to force the removal of anti-minafets
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HISTORISCHETATSACHENNoI05ToIOS- l0sexercisebooksof40pages...hereisarevisionisteffort!
Book I 07 aims principally to the judicial repression of thoughts: " Those who criminalise historians who

are using normal investigation methods, this with laws, judgments or State sanctions, are acting
themselves as criminals." - Example ofjournalistic bad faith: "The mad man of Tehran send a rocket into

space."Thisnewspaperisnotcondemnedfor"incitingthepeople" (...)All theotherholdersofatomic
weapons who are sending rockets into space are normal. Why should only one of them be mad? we do not
need to say it of course! - A significant declaration of VladimirJabotinsky (January I934) : " But our jewish
interests require a complete destruction of Cermany. Collectively and individually, the Cerman people is a

danger for us Jews."

pp. I 3- I 4, the unlikely declarations of Elie Wiesel. Astonishing detail, "in the German version of his book,
the French word "crematoire" has been translated l3 times by "Gaskammer" (gas chamber) l.- The
number of Jews detained in concentration and having survived varies from I O0 000 according to Frank
Sterne to 600 OOO according to Nahum Goldman, president of the WorldJewish congress! Most probably,
the numberof RussianJews has been underestimated. - Page 26: the French priest Patrick Dubois places
the "holocaust" in Ukraine.
As to the victims of the Dresden bombing, the number of victims is controversial: 25 OOO to 35 000
according to Gotz Bergander, between 200 and 300 000 according to Svenska Dagbladet. 300 000 to 400
000 according to other sources.
Finally, the ridiculous condemnation of Horst Mahler to I I years of prison for opinion crime is also
mentioned. The defender of Mahler, Ludwig Beck is now being accused of "holocaust" denial.
WILL WE BE ABLE TO EAT?
Le Nouvellist 12.3.10 The canton of Valais announces spectacular subsidies on housing for 52 mountain
communes threatened by depopulation . (....) The canton pays to re-settle the mountain region. lndeed
the lateral valleys with distant villages from regional centres have lost a lot of people in the second half of
last century. This is due to diverse factors, the main one being the globalisation of economies which gave
a knock to European agriculture, a nearly terminal knock to marginal farming, such as mountain
agriculture. Some communes of the Valais are facing a frightening de-population. Others are stagnating

or progressing very little.
Of course, those measures, as judicious as they may be, will not be enough. Let us first repatriate the
aliens which we allowed to come in following globalist political pressures ( mainly from the US)
TOLERANCE

- An unknown correspondent sent us an excellent text, where we can read: " ln these times of

massive immigration coming from all parts of the globe and therefore the arrival in our country of alien
population, (....) our university intelligentsia and politicians only have one word in their mouth " tolerance"
! But then , for example, the good people of this country voted against the construction of minarets on its
territory! The reason for this vote, in fact, had little to do with the minarets per se, but rather with a
population fed-up with their submersion by new people with different customs and religions who do not

worry about the sensibility of the local people to their clothing or their comportmentl lmmediately after

theresultsofthisvotefromapeoplewhichissaidtobe"sovereign",wasknown, intellectualsandjurists
of this country climbed to the ramparts to try to declare it unconstitutional, not conforming to
international treaties, therefore to be annulled urgently." And to remind us: " lt is a total aberration to
stimulate, favouring immigration without borders"
TO UNDERSTAND I 945 AND THE PRESENT INTERNATIONAL CHAOS bY N.C. DOYTO SOAS , 30 PA9ES

" For the last 20 years or so, the democratic states have been taken over by those leftist trotzkists of
'I
968, with the help of their banking friends, with whom they often have family ties. (...) To accelerate the
degradation of the person and bring forth bestial primitivism, the actual leaders of the democratic states
impose the disappearance of borders, as well as the forced mixing of populations, of people and races,
which was taunted by Edmund of Rothschild in 1970 (others preceded him on this point) , in France. Then
the repeal of the laws of life: " Even though we see the morphological differences between races and
individuals, there exist racial differences between brains, as well on the individual plane . Many
anatomists have demonstrated these as well as ethological studies."
Going to WW ll , Doyto underlines the little known fact of the collaboration between Hitler and diverse
(more than
Jewish organisations. He reminds us as well that a lot of Jews fought in Hitler's Wehrmacht
I 00 000: I 60 OOO according to some eminently credible sources and some even in the Waffen SS (....)

Hitler detested onlyJews which were worshippers of the Golden Calf, the Talmudic fanatics and financial
crooks who , from August 1933, had declared war on him and his country, economic at first, but military

if necessary."
MAGISTRATURA CRIMINALE

the totalitarian drift of ltalian justice which transformed the penal process into an
instrument, not for sanctioning real crimes, but as a social control of political opposition, accusing unruly
elemenrs of macroscopically inexistent crimes (...) Which results in a sort of penal code hiding judicial
illegaliry used by judges for repression and social control."
E. Longo denounces "

PLANETARY UPHEAVATS

The greatest irony is the self-satisfaction of our elected leaders who congratulate themselves for the
increase in the Swiss population going merrily toward the l0 millions. Will it be to the detriment of future
climatic refugees who see with horror the ground disappear under their too numerous feet? But since
nobody seem to take the trouble of forecasting the p!'ogrammed results, the planet still has some nice
days before it shakes itself, breaking up and spitting its lava all around without worrying about living
creatures, polluted waters or genetically modified plants following mongrelised human beings. We are the
witnesses to incredible changes which will determine the fate of Cea, our Earth."
RUSSIA

- 24 HEURES

I 5.2.1 O : " Russia has no reason for not honouring the contract for the delivery to

lranofamissilesystems-3OO,declaredtheadjunctsecretary oftheRussiansecuritycounci{,Vladimir
Nazarov." LE NOUVELLISTE 2.3..l0; " Georgia and Russia have yesterday re-opened their land borders more
than three years after their closure." (Sign of d6tente? The Georgian state cannot count any more on
American help...)
MUZZLE LAWS AND DEMOCRATIC TYRANNY
TORONTO STAR 27.1 .209 Robert Jan Van Pelt ( expert on Auschwitz and anti-revisionist) interviewed.
Question. "By leaving nature invade the site , aren't we taking the risk of forgetting what happened there
and to be exposed to questions later, on the holocaust? Reply: " For 99% of whatwe knowwe do not have
really any physical proofs. lt is pan of the knowledge which we have inherited . I do not believe that the

holocaust was an exceptional event in that sense. When we, in the future, will remember the holocaust,
we will do as we do with all things of the past. We will know it thanks to literature and ocular witnessing
...Wewill succeedverywell in remembering the pastin thisway. ltis in thiswaythatwe rememberthat
Cesar was killed on the ldes of Mars. To classifo the holocaust as a separate event and expect that it is so,
would oblige us to supply further material proofs- it would be in fact as we were giving in to the
revisionists, looking for some kind of proof.". ( a remarkable admission. No" physical proof' , avoid giving
any type of proof." On the other hand, renouncing the obligatory dogma under threat of prison signifies
simply that the "holocaust" has rendered all the services possibly expected of it and that one can stop the
expenses of its maintenance: which is logical in the pretext of the present US-lsrael weakening."

of 3.2.10 asks the question: " ls Elie Wiesel an impostor? " That in
view of the dectaration of a certain Miklos Gruner , who , in Buchenwald, was a friend of Lazar and
A[rqfqm Wiesel. Elie Wiesel apparently appropriated himself the identity of Lazar Wiesel." {ffqif to follow.
CARLO MATTOCNO in a communicate

- " tn Hungary, a new law was instituted with the signature of president t-aszlo fOfyOtlt,
suppressing the negation of the holocaust. Contravention is punishable by up to 3 years prison term. (as
in Switzerland) .
NZZ I2.3.t q

WLL THE WHITE WORLD SURVIVE?
lmportance decisive of the racial factor. One admits that there are races among cats and dogs; one denies,
ignores or pretends to ignore that the White race is in danger of death in the West, on parole in the US and
maybe as a last reserve in Russia.

